
Genesis 1:1-31 ~ Creation 
 

1. This is, of course, what we think of when we think of Genesis 

a. Creation—when God began His work to bring forth our universe 

b. Creation is something that many scientists and scholars either disagree with or, at 

least, disagree about 

i. For those who insist on a beginning without a Creator, this whole account is 

little more than an ancient myth 

ii. Even for those who may admit to some Intelligence being involved with this 

beginning it comes down to whether to take the passages in a literal 

fashion or allow more flexibility 

iii. Here is my take on the matter 

1. God is more than capable of creating all that we perceive in six, 

literal, 24-hour days 

2. In fact, He didn’t have to take even that amount of time to create all 

that we perceive 

3. While the evidence for and against six, literal, 24-hour days in 

creation may be debated, I see no reason to do so in this study 

4. Since God is capable of Creation in this time-frame, and the Bible 

says it happened in this time-frame, I’m going to approach it from 

that perspective 

2. Day One—Light and Dark ~ Genesis 1:1-5 

a. The awesome and majestic God who creates something out of nothing moves 

across a formless void 

i. The earth was present, but not yet in its completed form 

ii. It was covered over with water and it was utterly dark 

b. All of this represents how God works 

i. From chaos and a lack of form and substance, God brings forth order and 

purpose 

c. Let there be light 

i. In the Hebrew this is more like: “Exist—light!” 

1. Light is one of the fundamental aspects of our universe 

a. Yet it is still something that we are unable to fully understand 

b. One thing is certain—without the light from the Sun we would 

be a dead rock 

i. Virtually all the energy we as living creatures obtain 

comes from the Sun 

d. Good—beautiful, pleasant, desirable, usable 
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3. Day Two—Sea and Sky ~ Genesis 1:6-8 

a. As a smith “beats out” a piece of metal into a shape and function that he desires, 

so God creates an “expanse” 

i. He declares that there will be a separation between the waters and the 

void above 

ii. He puts in place our atmosphere—separating the water below from the 

clouds above 

b. Once again, He names them 

4. Day Three—Fertile Earth ~ Genesis 1:9-13 

a. First, another separation—the earth from the seas 

i. Declared by God to be good 

b. Then the bringing forth of vegetation 

i. Everything that grows from seeds was caused to sprout forth from the 

earth 

ii. All of it declared by God to be good 

5. Day Four—Lights of Day and Night ~ Genesis 1:14-19 

a. Until now, the source of light was apparently God Himself 

i. However, God now forms the stars and the moon 

1. The Sun to rule over the day 

2. The Moon and stars to rule over the night 

b. These lights have a distinct purpose 

i. They are present to provide light for us—remember, essentially ALL of the 

energy for our life comes from the Sun 

ii. They are present to indicate the passage of time and seasons 

iii. They are present to provide a sign for us 

iv. Something important to note here 

1. The stars and planets and moon and Sun do not dictate what 

happens on Earth 

2. These heavenly bodies are present to serve Earth and the purposes 

of God 

3. They are not present to dictate life on Earth—hence why Christians 

should pay absolutely ZERO attention to astrology 

c. God declared the light and their function to be good 

6. Day Five—Creatures of Water and Air ~ Genesis 1:20-23 

a. Until now, the only “life” on the planet was the vegetation 

b. Now, in one day, the animals of the sea and air came into being 

i. The nearly infinite diversity of the creatures of the sea and air spring forth 

1. Not only the diversity of colors and forms 
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2. We also see the amazing creativity of a God who designs creatures to 

live in water and in air 

a. Creatures at home swimming and flying 

c. All of it declared to be good 

7. Day Six—Creatures of the Land ~ Genesis 1:24-31 

a. The most detailed portion of the days of Creation are devoted to this day 

b. On this day, God will populate the dry land with all the creatures that walk and 

crawl 

i. Again, we must stand in awe of the amazing diversity of creation 

1. In one day, the Earth is suddenly teeming with life 

a. From the rivers and seas, to the skies above, and all over the 

land 

c. In the midst of creating all of the creatures, God also creates humanity 

i. Male and female—by the way, the argument about how many genders 

there are is answered right here 

ii. Created in God’s image 

1. What this means has been debated for ages—the answer still isn’t 

completely clear 

2. At the very least, man is unique among all the creatures 

a. For man alone is said to be created in the image of God 

b. Man was given the authority to rule over the rest of the 

creatures that God had created 

d. At the conclusion of all of God’s creative work something is said that we ought to 

take note of 

i. No longer were the things good 

1. Suddenly, when all was complete and in place as God designed and 

desired it—it was very good 

e. We should also take note that the creation of man and woman was the pinnacle 

of the entirety of Creation 

i. Everything that was done before was impersonal—“Let there be” 

ii. When humanity was created it became personal—“Let us make” 


